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Solutions that work
Prolyte roof systems offer you the best possible solution 
to construct a covered space for all your outdoor events. 
Whether your event is small scale or a crowd buster, it should 
be robust or stylish, for any type of condition or environment; 
Prolyte offers a roof system that meets your needs. 
our main goal is not to sell you just a roof system, but to 
offer you a fitting solution.

Consistent Quality
Prolyte roof systems enjoy a high reputation in the 
entertainment market. this reputation is earned by 
consistently delivering safe and solid constructions that 
adapt to all types of applications. In addition, Prolyte users 
are firmly supported when it comes to technical knowledge 
and training. through advice, instruction and initial build up 
training are an integral part of the delivery procedure.
Using Prolyte roof systems will benefit all parties involved in 
an event; technicians, producers, performers and the public.

A solid investment 
Prolyte offers a selection of standard stage types, all 
manufactured in several dimensions. 
Apart from this Prolyte can design special roof constructions 
on request. Both standard as well as custom roofs systems 
are based on the same design principles: 
Prolyte roof systems are affordable, are made in compliance 
to the highest safety standards, can be used in different 
configurations or applications, are user friendly, offer 
effortless assembly and are easy and compact to transport. 

Whatever your demands are, Prolyte is able to serve your 
construction needs.

© �007  PROLYTE SALES bv.
All rights reserved. No parts of this catalogue may be reproduced or published in any form or 
in any way, by print, photo print, microfilm or any other means without prior written permission 
from Prolyte Products. Though compiled with due care, no representation is made as to the 

truth or accuracy of measurements, data or information contained herein. Prolyte disclaims any 
liability for damage, losses or other consequences suffered or incurred in connection with the 
use or the measurements, data or information contained herein. We reserve the rights to alter 
products, codes and technical information without prior notice.
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GIANt ArC roof
The Giant ARC roof is a tower-based structure, 

constructed from � to 5 arches.

�6 x �� m and �0 x �6 m

ArC roof
The ARC roof is a fixed construction.

�0 x 8 m, 8 x 6 m and 6 x 4 m

flAt roof
The FLAT roof is a tower-based structure with 

a sloping roof, which is very easy to build.

�� x �0 m, �0 x 8 m and 8 x 6 m

mPt roof
The MPT roof is a tower-based structure with 

a pitched roof.

�� x �0 m, �0 x 8 m, �0 x 6 m and  8 x 6 m

st roof
The ST roof is a tower-based structure with a 

pitched roof.

�0 x �4 m, �8 x �4 m and �6 x �4 m

lt roof
The LT roof is a tower-based structure with 

a pitched roof.

�5 x �5 m, �5 x �� m  and �5 x �0 m 

eAsy frAme B
Support frame suitable for outdoor 

and indoor use.

ProBeAm
Support beams to create a stage on top of a 

scaffolding system.

tUNNel roof
The TUNNEL roof is a fixed construction, 

based on inward curved trusses that make 

a complete arch. Width �6 m and �� m, 

depth variable.
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Design Criteria
In respect to the design and construction procedures at 
Prolyte, our customers are high on the priority list. 
There is no need in developing a system that does not meet 
the needs and requirements of the user.
Through the training and build up procedures we have 
developed and our constant feedback to the market, we are 
influenced in our design and construction solutions. 
Solutions only work when they are proven in daily practise. 
Having this hands-on experience makes our engineers aware 
of the practical implications of their engineering jobs. 
This fact is translated in the design of our roof systems. 
Road proof. Tested. Safe. Approved. 
Loading data as given in this brochure are based on 
uniformly distributed loads (UDL). Exact loading data are 
depending on position and weight per point. 
Please make sure to check the exact loading data before 
you apply any load.

Challenge us
You have found nothing to your liking? 
Working with creative teams can be very challenging at times. 
Prolyte is receptive to fine ideas and likes to be put to the 
test. Although sometimes we feel like we have to make the 
impossible happen, we always have succeeded in finding a 
fitting solution. And, what is more, we stick to what we think 
is important; even our custom roofs are designed following 
our strict design criteria, thereby offering you consistent 
quality and safety.

Standard roof system components
Standard truss
Standard towers systems (either MPT, ST or CT) 
Special parts (such as gable parts or tent and keder profiles)
Additional canopy or side walls

Standards that apply to Prolyte roof structures, stages 
and temporary constructions
DIN 4112   Temporary Structures, fair-ground 

amusement, directives for dimensioning 
and construction

EN 13782  Fairground and amusement park 
machinery and structures - Safety - 
Tents - Safety

EN 13814    Fairground and amusement park 
machinery and structures - Safety 

BSR E1.21- draft  Entertainment Technology - Temporary 
Ground supported Overhead Structures 
Used to Cover the Stage Areas and 
Support Equipment in the Production of 
Outdoor Entertainment Events.

The Institution of Structural Engineers - Temporary 
demountable structures

Photo: ModifiC, Russian Federation  Photo: Creativ-Design, Germany

Proven Qualities
Prolyte roof systems are based on standard truss, offering you an economic solution
Prolyte roof systems are modular and versatile, each roof has several set-up possibilities
Prolyte roof systems are quick and easy to assemble, saving you building time and the need for hiring extra technicians
Prolyte roof systems have compact loading volumes, saving you the costs of an extra truck
Prolyte roof systems are integrated in our complete range of truss, you only need to buy the special parts, upgrading or 
downsizing your roof system is possible.

This approach has two main advantages:
- You can invest in a roof system on a step-by-step basis
- Out of season, the components can be added to your regular truss rental stock, thereby increasing the
  economic value of the system as a whole
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APPlICAtIoN sCoPe

Photo: PERINIC SISTEMI D.O.O., Croatia Photo: Spijkerman Evenementen, The Netherlands

Definition
mobile roof structures are predominantly used as temporary 
constructions. they are constructed in such way to facilitate 
transportation and regular building and dismantling sessions 
on different locations.

Application
mobile roof structures are mainly used in the event market, 
which can de defined as (but not restricted to) all activities 
for leisure and sports, arts and cultural performances, 
amusement, or presentation of products.
examples of entertainment are:
Product presentations;
theatre shows, musicals and opera;
Concerts, festivals and fairgrounds;
exhibitions and trade shows;
Celebrations and parties;
Conventions, demonstration meetings 

Standards
most countries use no specific standards in reference to 
temporary building constructions. When defined, they usually 
comply with the local building regulations and therefore to 
standards on permanent constructions. 
this is a constant source of problems and discussion.

several countries do have standards on temporary 
constructions, such as Germany (DIN 4112), and england 
(temporary Demountable structures published by the 
Institution of structural engineers).
the latter is an informative handbook providing lots of facts, 
a must read for all stage builders.

What is temporary?
How do we define temporary? Days? Weeks? months? 
the publication “temporary Demountable structures” 
mentions “generally no more than 28 days”. 
But what if this is in mid storm season? How temporary is a 
stage build for seasonal use? What are the risks of building 
a stage when rough weather is forecasted? By what measure 
can we predict future circumstances?
each engineer should be aware of the possible risks and 
dangers beforehand and should make his decisions based on 
a case-by-case evaluation.
A structure designed with the intention to be build on 
different locations is likewise to suffer less from environmental 
influences, but what are these chances exactly?
If static calculations are based on lower wind forces because 
a structure is temporary it should be truly temporary.  
meaning that the construction could be dismantled within a 
limited timeframe when needed. 

Do Not
•  lift your roof to trim height without proper ballast 

provisions applied
• Use material in poor condition
•  Allow loads to be suspended before knowing their exact 

weight and size
• exceed the limits of the structural report
• Build roof structures on unstable grounds
• leave your roof system suspended from a hoist
•  lift a roof to trim height when wind speed  

surpasses 7,9m/s

Do
• Get regular on site weather information updates
•  Use wind sensors to measure local/on site wind speeds      

(place them at 10 m. height min.)
•  Inform your crew beforehand on safety procedures in 

case of emergency situations like exceeding wind speeds 
(see Bsr e1.21- draft ; operations management Plan).

• Use approved fire retardant canopies and scrims only
• Use scrim with cf factor reference only
•  make sure towers are exactly centred (out of plumb 

ratio should be less than 0,5%)
• Apply guy-wires at all times
• make sure your construction is properly grounded

Need to know more?
Please go to www.prolyte.com for more technical 
information on Prolyte roof systems, manuals and  
loading tables.

In the Prolyte Black Book (technical background 
information) we provide more in-depth technical 
knowledge on roof and stage structures.
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ArC roof

System description
the ArC roof is a fixed construction, based on three inward 
curved trusses that are mounted to side masts. 
A hinged connection at the outer ends simplifies the set-up 
of the system. special corners make the connection between 
the arches and the main grid. Changing the arches only can 
make different configurations possible.
the arched trusses have a keder profile on top to fit the 
optional canopy to the truss.

Basic trussing
tower  –  mPt base sections 
   H30V truss
Grid –  H30D arched truss – with keder profile

Including
•  tension gear and steel wires
• Comprehensive building manual

Photo : JSA, Russian Federation  
Project : Nokia mobile show

oPtIoNs

Canopy side, back and top

Canopy colour standard outside grey, inside black
(other colours possible)

Soundwings no

Ballast several possibilities on request 0,5-� ton 
depending on construction and windspeed

Staging Prolyte stage elements, easy frame B or 
Probeam combined with scaffolding stage

Structural report yes

roof strUCtUre

Towers Non. Portal structure, poles of H�0V

Main grid H�0V truss and 6 special corners

teCHNICAl sPeCIfICAtIoNs ArC roof

Dimensions �0 x 8 m , 8 x 6 m, 6 x 4 m, 
(��’9” x �6’�”), (�6’�” x �9’8”), 
(�9’8” x ��’�”)

Loading capacity (UDL) approx. �400 kg / 5�9� lbs

Total weight approximately 600 kg / ���4 lbs

Transportation volume approx. 6m� / ��� cu. ft.

Max. windspeed �8,4 m/s, 6�,� mph
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Photo : JSA, Russian Federation  
Project : Autoexotic Show, Moscow, Tushino airfield
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ArC-roof system inside overall
stage measurements A B  C D e  f

�0 x 8 m ��’9” x �6’�” �0,�� m ��’�” 8,4� m �7’7” 6,0� m �9’9” ��,�4 m �6’6” 8,�5 m �6’8” 6,�� m �0’8”

8 x 6 m �6’�” x �9’8” 8,�� m �6’7” 6,4� m ��’0” 4,76 m �5’7” 9,�4 m �9’��” 6,�5 m �0’�” 4,99 m �6’6”

6 x 4 m �9’8” x ��’�” 6,�� m �0’0” 4,7� m �5’5” 4,49 m �4’8” 7,�4 m ��’5” 4,44 m �4’7” 4,77 m �5’8”

Side view

Front view

Top view

ArC roof
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System description
the tUNNel roof is a fixed construction, based on inward 
curved trusses that make a complete arch. the tUNNel roof 
comes in two sizes; 12 m stage width combined with an arch 
6 m height or a 16 m stage width combined with an arch of 
8 m height. the depth of the stage can be varied in 2 or 
3 meter bay sections. each 5th section has to be stiffened by 
guy-wires or something simular. 
there is no limit to the depth of the stage.
special adapters provide a connection between the stage 
floor and the truss arches. 
the tUNNel roof combines very well with a stage DeX stage 
with an easy frame B support frame or Probeam.

 
the arch connections are integrated in the stage floor, 
making it possible to use the weight of the stage act as 
ballast for the roof. 
the arched trusses have a keder profile on top to fit the 
optional canopy to the truss.
Due to the arched construction the tUNNel roof is both 
very compact and strong.

Basic trussing
Grid  - H30D arched truss (12 m roof) –with keder profile
  H40D arched truss (16 m roof) –with keder profile

Including
• tension gear and steel wires
• Comprehensive building manual

Photo :  PIEëE Totaal BV, Evenementen en Presentatie Techniek, 
The Netherlands

Project : Paleis Het Loo, Apeldoorn, The Netherlands

tUNNel roof

oPtIoNs

Canopy back and top

Canopy colour standard outside grey, inside black
(other colours possible)

Soundwings no

Ballast several possibilities on request

Staging Prolyte stage elements, easy frame B or 
Probeam combined with scaffolding stage

Cantilever yes

Structural report yes

roof strUCtUre

Towers -

Main grid -

teCHNICAl sPeCIfICAtIoNs tUNNel roof

Dimensions Width �6 m / �� m, depth variable
Overall 5�’5” / �9’4”, depth variable

Loading capacity (UDL) 50-�00 kg/m�  - ��,7-67,� lbs/ft

Total weight approximately 700 kg, �545 lbs

Transportation volume approx. �0 m� / �5� cu. ft.

Max. windspeed �8,4 m/s, 6�,� mph
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Photo : Spectra, Sweden 
Project : Walpurgis night celebration in Malmö

tUNNel roof
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tUNNel roof system inside overall
stage measurements A B C  D e

�6 m, depth variable   5�’5” 7,97 m �6’�” �6,�7 m 5�’4” 8,00 m �6’�” �6,95 m 55’7” variable*

variable*�� m, depth variable �9’4” 5,97 m �9’7” ��,�8 m �9’�” 6,00 m �9’8” ��,7� m 4�’9”

Side view

Front view

Top view
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flAt roof
Photo : PERINIC SISTEMI D.O.O., Croatia 
Project : KULTFEST. Rovinj, Croatia

System description
the flAt roof is a tower-based structure with a sloping roof, 
which is very easy to build. the roof slopes downward to the 
back of the stage. 
mainly based on standard trusses, the roof is available in 
three different sizes, offering a number of building varieties. 
the flAt roof can be considered as a step-in possibility, 
which can easily be expanded to a mPt roof system.

Basic trussing
tower  - mPt masts system
  H30V truss
Grid  - H40V truss 
  H40l truss

Including
•  tension gear and steel wires
• Comprehensive building manual 

oPtIoNs

Canopy side, back and top

Canopy colour standard outside grey, inside black
(other colours possible)

Soundwings yes /  loading �000 kg each

Ballast several possibilities on request 0,5-4 ton 
depending on construction and windspeed

Staging Prolyte stage elements, easy frame B or 
Probeam combined with scaffolding stage

Cantilever n.a.

Prolyft hoist (��x�0 Flat roof)
and accessories

4 x PLE-��-0�0 
4 x PLA-40-0�0
� x PLA-��-�0 
� x PLA-�0-�0
� x PLE-�0-80

4 x PLA-�0-00�
4 x PLA-50-00�
� x PLA-�0-�0
� x PLA-�4-0�

Structural report yes

roof strUCtUre

Towers 4 x MPT-tower, mast sections of H�0V truss

Main grid H40V and H40L truss

teCHNICAl sPeCIfICAtIoNs flAt roof

Dimensions �� x �0 m , �0 x 8 m, 8 x 6 m
(�9’4” x ��’9”), (��’9” x �6’�”),  
(�6’�” x �9’8”)

Loading capacity (UDL) approx. �600 kg / 57�� lbs

Total weight approximately ��00 kg / 4850 lbs

Transportation volume approx. �6m� / 565 cu. ft.

Max. windspeed �8,4 m/s, 6�,� mph
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Photo : PERINIC SISTEMI D.O.O., Croatia 
Project : KULTFEST. Rovinj, Croatia
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flAt roof

Side view

Front view

Top view

flAt roof system inside
stage measurements A B1 B2 C

�� x �0 m   �9’4” x ��’9” ��,�5 m �9’�0” 7,�6 m ��’9” 5,78 m �8’��” 9,75 m ��’0”

�0 x 8 m   ��’9” x �6’�” �0,�5 m ��’�” 7,�4 m ��’6” 6,08 m �9’��” 7,78 m �5’6”

8 x 6 m      �6’�” x �9’8” 8,�5 m �6’7” 6,0� m �9’9” 5,�6 m �6’��” 5,80 m �9’0”

flAt roof system outside
stage measurements D e f1 f2

�� x �0 m �9’4” x ��’9” �4,44 m �7’8” ��,05 m �6’6” 8,06 m �6’5” 7,06 m ��’�”

�0 x 8 m ��’9” x �6’�” ��,44 m 40’9” �0,07 m ��’0” 8,06 m �6’5” 7,06 m ��’�”

8 x 6 m �6’�” x �9’8” 8,44 m 47’4” 8,09 m �9’6” 8,06 m �6’5” 7,06 m ��’�”
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mPt roof
Photo : Event Structures, UK 
Project : Americana festival

System description
the mPt roof is a tower-based structure with a pitched roof, 
which guarantees optimum strength.
mainly based on standard trusses, the roof is available in 
three different sizes, offering a number of nearly 
40 calculated building varieties /set-up possibilities. 
since Prolyte, like no other, is aware that every season 
and every event brings different demands, has made his 
unrivalled flexibility part of their roof systems.

Basic trussing
tower  - mPt masts system
  H30V truss
Grid  - H30D truss 
  H40V truss 
Including
•  tension gear and steel wires
•  Comprehensive building manual 

oPtIoNs

Canopy side, back and top

Canopy colour standard outside grey, inside black
(other colours possible)

Soundwings yes / loading �000 kg each

Ballast several possibilities on request 0,5-4 ton 
depending on construction and windspeed

Staging Prolyte stage elements, easy frame B or 
Probeam combined with scaffolding stage

Cantilever yes

Prolyft hoist 
(��x�0 MPT roof without 
soundwings)
and accessories

4x PLE-��-0�0
4x PLA-40-0�0
�x PLA-��-�0
�x PLA-�0-�0
�x PLE-�0-80

4x PLA-�0-00�
4x PLA-50-00�
�x PLA-�0-�0
�x PLA-�4-0�

Prolyft hoist 
(��x�0 MPT roof with 
soundwings)
and accessories

4x PLE-��-0�0
4x PLA-40-0�0
�x PLA-��-�0
�x PLA-�0-�0
�x PLE-�0-80

4x PLA-�0-00�
4x PLA-50-00�
�x PLA-�0-�0
�x PLA-�4-0�

Structural report yes

roof strUCtUre

Towers 4 x MPT-tower, mast sections of H�0V truss

Main grid H�0D and H40V truss

teCHNICAl sPeCIfICAtIoNs mPt roof 

Dimensions �� x �0 m, �0 x 8 m, �0 x 6 m, 8 x 6 m
(�9’4” x ��’9”), (��’9” x �6’�”),  
��’9” x �9’8”), (�6’�” x �9’8”)

Loading capacity (UDL) approx. �500 kg / 77�6 lbs

Total weight approximately ��00 kg / 4856 lbs

Transportation volume approx. �5m� / ���5 cu. ft.

Max. windspeed �8,4 m/s, 6�,� mph
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mPt roof
Photo : Metro, New Zealand
Project : Womad festival, New Zealand
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mPt-roof system inside overall
stage measurements A B C  D  e f

�� x �0 m   �9’4” x ��’9” ��,�5 m �9’9” 7,�0 m ��’6” �0,80 m �5’4” �4,�4 m 46’4” ��,80 m 4�’0” 9,�6 m �0’4”

�0 x 8 m   ��’9” x �6’�” �0,�5 m ��’�” 7,�0 m ��’6” 8,80 m �8’8” ��,44 m 40’8” 9,80 m ��’�” 9,�6 m �0’4”

�0 x 6 m    ��’9” x �9’8” �0,�5 m ��’�” 7,�0 m ��’6” 6,80 m ��’�” ��,44 m 40’8” 7,80 m �5’6” 9,�6 m �0’4”

8 x 6 m      �6’�” x �9’8” 8,�5 m �6’7” 5,�0 m �7’�” 6,80 m ��’�” 9,44 m ��’0” 7,80 m �5’6” 7,�6 m ��’8”

Side view

Front view

Top view
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mPt roof

MPT ROOF 8 x 6 m

MPT ROOF �0 x 8 m

MPT ROOF �� x �0 m

all measurements in mm
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st roof

System description
the st roof is a tower-based structure with a pitched roof, 
which guarantees optimum strength.
the larger st series offer the possibility to create stage 
dimensions up to 30 x 20 m. technical specifications on 
request.

Basic trussing
tower  - st masts system
  s40t truss 
Grid  - s52sV truss 
  

Including
•  tension gear and steel wires
• Comprehensive building manual 

oPtIoNs

Canopy side, back and top

Canopy colour standard outside grey, inside black
(other colours possible)

Soundwings yes / loading �000 kg each

Ballast several possibilities on request �-5 ton 
depending on construction and windspeed

Staging Prolyte stage elements, easy frame B or 
Probeam combined with scaffolding stage

Prolyft hoist 
(�0x�4 ST roof without 
soundwings)
and accessories

6x PLE-��-0�6
6x PLA-40-0�0
�x PLA-��-�0
4x PLA-�0-�0
�x PLE-�0-80

6x PLA-�0-00�
6x PLA-50-00�
�x PLA-�0-�0
�x PLA-�4-0�

Prolyft hoist 
(�0x�4 ST roof with 
soundwings)
and accessories

8x PLE-��-0�6
8x PLA-40-0�0
�x PLA-��-�0
6x PLA-�0-�0
�x PLE-�0-80

8x PLA-�0-00�
8x PLA-50-00�
�x PLA-�0-�0
�x PLA-�4-0�

Structural report yes

Photo : PRO �, Latvia 
Project : Latvian National Song Festival, Riga, Latvia

roof strUCtUre

Towers 6 x ST-tower, mast sections of S40T truss

Main grid S5�SV truss

teCHNICAl sPeCIfICAtIoNs st roof 

Dimensions �0 x �4 m, �8 x �4 m, �6 x �4 m,   
(65’7” x 45’��”), (59’0” x 45’��”),  
(5�’5” x 45’��”)

Loading capacity (UDL) approx. �4.000 kg / �0905 lbs

Total weight approximately 7500 kg / �6556 lbs

Transportation volume approx. ��0m� / 4��5 cu. ft.

Max. windspeed �8,4 m/s, 6�,� mph
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st roof
Photo : Pro �, Latvia
Project :  Beach Party 
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st-roof system inside overall
stage measurements A  B C D e

�0 x �4 m   65’6” x 45’9” �0,99 m 68’8” ��,6� m 77’5” �4,70 m 48’�” ��,6� m 64’�” �7,0 m �08’�”

�8 x �4 m   59’0” x 45’9” �8,99 m 6�’�” ��,6� m 70’�0” �4,70 m 48’�” ��,6� m 70’9” �5,0 m ��4’8”

�6 x �4 m    5�’5” x 45’9” �6,99 m 55’7” �9,6� m 64’4” �4,70 m 48’�” �9,6� m 77’4” ��,0 m ���’�”

Side view

Front view

Top view
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st roof

ST ROOF �8 x �4 m

ST ROOF �0 x �4 m

ST ROOF �6 x �4 m

all measurements in mm
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GIANt ArC roof
Photo : Spijkerman Evenementen, The Netherlands 
Project :  MBM MartyBrugmansMusic, Concert At Sea, 

Renesse, The Netherlands

System description
the Giant ArC roof is a tower-based structure, constructed 
from 3 to 5 arches. 
straight truss sections, combined with bottom hinges and 
topside spreader plates, provide the arch needed over the 
complete span. two steel wires per span absorb horizontal 
forces caused by the loading. the arches are connected to 
either a standard st or Ct tower.

Basic trussing
tower  - st or Ct masts system
  s40t or C52t truss
Grid  - s52sV or B100V truss

Including
•  tension gear and steel wires
• Comprehensive building manual

oPtIoNs

Canopy side, back and top

Canopy colour standard outside grey, inside black
(other colours possible)

Soundwings yes / loading �000 kg each

Ballast several possibilities on request

Staging Prolyte stage elements or Probeam combined 
with a scaffolding stage

Prolyft hoist 
(�6x�4 Giant Arc roof )
and accessories

4x PLE-��-0�6
4x PLA-40-0�0
�x PLA-��-�0
4x PLA-�0-�0
�x PLE-�0-80

4x PLA-�0-00�
4x PLA-50-00�
�x PLA-�0-�0
�x PLA-�4-0�

Structural report yes

roof strUCtUre

Towers ST tower (�6 x �� m) or CT tower (�0 x �6 m)

Main grid S5�SV truss (�6 x �� m) or  
B�00V truss (�0 x �6 m)

teCHNICAl sPeCIfICAtIoNs GIANt ArC roof

Dimensions �0 x �6 m, �6 x �� m 
(65’7” x 5�’5”), (5�,5” x �69’4”)

Loading capacity (UDL) approx. �5.000 kg / ��069 lbs

Total weight approximately �500 kg / 55�� lbs

Transportation volume approx. 50 m3

Max. windspeed �8,4 m/s, 6�,� mph
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GIANt ArC roof
Photo : Spijkerman Evenementen, The Netherlands 
Project :  Bevrijdingsfestival Overijssel, Zwolle,  

The Netherlands 
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GIANt ArC roof system inside overall
stage measurements A B  C D e  f

�0 x �6 m 65’7” x 5�’5” �0,�0 m 66’�” �5,60 m 5�’�” �4,7� m 48’�” ��,�� m 75’�0” �7,�6 m 56’7” �8,�8 m 60’�”

�6 x �� m 5�’5” x �9’4” �6,�0 m 5�’5” ��,09 m �9’7” ��,�4 m �7’�” �8,9� m 6�’�” ��,6� m �8’�” ��,47 m 44’�”

Side view

Front view

Top view
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lt roof

System description
the lt roof is a tower-based structure with a pitched roof. 
Although this roof is pitched in another direction than the 
mPt or st roof systems, it can be build as easily as all Prolyte 
roof systems. the lt roof has a standard cantilever of 2 m
at the front side.
special tent profiles with integrated keder profile are 
mounted on top of the truss by means of adjustable supports. 
the adjustable supports make it possible to build the roof in 
different configurations by simply adding an extra section, 
varying the stage depth from 10 m till 15 m. 
sound wing grids with an inside width of 4,8 m are optional, 
build likewise to the complete stage. 

Basic trussing
towers  - st or Ct masts system
  s40t or C52t truss 
Grid  - s100f truss 
  B100rV truss

Including
•  tension gear and steel wires
• Comprehensive building manual 

Photo  : ModifiC, Russian Federation 
Project : Moscow, Gorky Park, Day of Railroad man

oPtIoNs

Canopy top, side and back

Canopy colour standard outside grey, inside black
(other colours possible)

Soundwings yes / loading �000 kg each

Ballast several possibilities on request �-5 ton 
each tower depending on construction and 
windspeed

Staging Prolyte stage elements, easy frame B or 
Probeam combined with scaffolding stage

Prolyft hoist 
(�4x�5 LT roof without 
soundwings)
and accessories

6x PLE-��-0�6
6x PLA-40-0�0
�x PLA-��-�0
4x PLA-�0-�0
�x PLE-�0-80

6x PLA-�0-00�
6x PLA-50-00�
�x PLA-�0-�0
�x PLA-�4-0�

Prolyft hoist 
(�4x�5 LT roof with 
soundwings)
and accessories

�0x PLE-��-0�6
�0x PLA-40-0�0
4x PLA-��-�0
6x PLA-�0-�0
�x PLE-�0-��0

�0x PLA-�0-00�
�0x PLA-50-00�
4x PLA-�0-�0
4x PLA-�4-0�

Structural report yes

roof strUCtUre

Towers ST or CT towers

Main grid B�00RV or S�00F truss

teCHNICAl sPeCIfICAtIoNs lt roof

Dimensions �5 x �5 m, �5 x �� m, �5 x �0 m
(8�’0” x 49’�”) , (8�’0” x �9’4”)
(8�’5” x ��’9”)

Loading capacity (UDL) approx. �8.000 kg / �968� lbs

Total weight approximately 7500 kg / �65�4 lbs

Transportation volume approx. ��0m� / 4��5 cu. ft.

Max. windspeed �8,4 m/s, 6�,� mph
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Photo : ModifiC, Russian Federation 
Project : Novotroitsk, City Day
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lt roof

Side view

Front view

Top view

lt-roof system inside overall 

stage measurements A  B C

�5 x �5 m   8�’0” x 49’�” 7,48 m �4’5” �7,�0 m 56’4” �5,54 m 50’9”

�5 x �� m   8�’0” x �9’4” 4,�4 m �4’�” �4,06 m 46’�” ��,40 m 40’6”

�5 x �0 m    8�’0” x ��’9” �,�0 m 7’5” ��,66 m �7’�” �0,00 m ��’8”
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MAIN GRID GABLE VIEW SOUND WING GABLE VIEW

�5 X �5 m

�5 X �� m

�5 X �0 m

gable measurements A B  C D e

�5 x �5 m 8�’0” x 49’�” 6,48 m ��’�” �,44 m 8’0” �,�7 m �0’4” 6,07 m �9’�0” 4,78 m �5’8”

�5 x �� m 8�’0” x �9’4” 6,48 m ��’�” �,44 m 8’0” 6,07 m �9’�0” 4,78 m �5’8”

�5 x �0 m 8�’0” x ��’9” 6,48 m ��’�” 6,07 m �9’�0” 4,78 m �5’8”
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Anchor 
fixed point -usually made by heavy pins 
fastened in the subsoil, or a large 
concentrated mass- used to withstand 
the pulling force from the guy-wires 
which absorb the horizontal loading of 
the roof system. the anchor should be 
tested or certified.

Ballast 
the amount of weight applied to a roof 
structure to withstand wind forces.

Base 
the tower base section transfers the 
vertical (axial) load from the tower to 
the subsoil. A number of screw jacks on 
the outriggers allow for exact horizontal 
placement of the base section- and 
thereby vertical placement of the towers. 
 
Base distance unit (base-bracerbar) 
Compression bracer between two base 
sections - absorbing the horizontal forces, 
which result from internal guy-wires. 
 
Canopy 
the actual roof cover. Canopies 
should have accurate water drainage 
characteristics, in order to prevent water 
traps. In most countries canopies have 
to comply to fire protection regulations. 

Gable 
front view of a triangular roof structure. 

Gable-midbar 
the central vertical part in the gable, 
connecting the ridge bar ends to the 
centre of the horizontal gable beam. 
 
Guy-wire 
steel wire bracing added to make the 
entire system rigid, transfers horizontal 
loads from the top of the system to the 
base. As a result the towers will undergo 
an axial loading and no bending forces. 
the use of polyester ratchet straps as 
tensioning devices is prohibited by fire 
safety regulations in some countries. 

Rafter 
A structural member of the roof system 
designed to carry the canopy loading.   

Ridge-bar 
the highest horizontal part of a 
triangular shaped roof. 

Safety 
A double suspension point that should 
be used to replace the chain of the 
hoist, once the roof is at trim height.

Sleeve block 
Corner or connection piece – fully 
enclosing the tower. the sleeve block 
has a set of internal guidance wheels 
that prevents friction of metal to metal 
in its vertical movement. 

Scrim
special fabric or cloth used to close 
the sides or sound wings of the roof 
structure. the scrim is often painted or 
printed with special decorations. 
scrim should have good acoustic and 
wind permeable characteristics. 
further it should be fire retardant.

Stabiliser / Outrigger 
Bracing part of a single tube that 
connects the tower to the outrigger, 
thereby shortening the buckling length 
of the tower. 

Tower (‘mast’, ‘column’) 
the tower or mast section -built from 
truss sections- transmits the roof weight 
from the top-section into the base. 
 
Top section 
the highest part of the mast, 
transferring the forces from the chain 
hoist to the tower. 

DICtIoNAry of roof system ComPoNeNts 

rafter

sleeveblock

Base

outrigger

stabiliser
Gable-midbar

front truss

Guy-wire

ridge-bar

Canopy

top section

tower

safety

Base distance unit
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CANOPY

Material 
All our roof systems have canopies and 
sidewalls made of fire retardant PVC 
material. this material is known as m2 
(france) or B1 (Germany DIN 4102). 

Colour 
standard canopies are grey on the 
outside and black on the inside. 
other colours are available on request.

Weight 
the average weight of the canopy 
cover is 0,8 kg/m2. for the larger roof 
structures the canopy is delivered in 
separate pieces in order to facilitate 
handling and transportation. 

Assembly 
ratchet straps are used to tension the 
canopy. these ratchets are attached 
to the canopy using a pipe, which fits 
in the side of the canopy. this method 
guarantees an even and tight fitting of 
the canopy over the truss structure in 
order to facilitate rainwater drainage. 
the position and resulting tension from 
the ratchets is calculated as an extra 
load in the overall calculations. 

Sidewalls 
the sidewalls can be closed with the use 
of black scrim. Please make sure to use 
the right cf factor in order to guarantee 
sufficient wind permeability.
for most roofs the sidewalls have to be 
removed above certain wind speeds.
 
Options
-  transparent or coloured canopies and 

side walls
- Built-in rain drainage system
- repair kit
- flight cases

BAllAST

Ballast is the additional weight needed 
to provide the roof structure to be blown 
away as a result of wind forces, and to 
be protected against wind pressures, 
sliding or other hazards. 
Whatever type of ballast you use, it 
is essential to fixed the ballast to the 
towers at all times.
the required ballast weight can be 
different for each tower. 
often the front towers of the structure 
require higher weights than the middle 
or rear towers. 

the choice of the proper type of  
ballast is not easy. 
environmental conditions are of great 
importance. the nature of soil, as well 
as access to ballast materials –water, 
sand- and transportation possibilities 
are determining factors. 
Possible ballast types include: 
- Water tanks 
- Concrete plates 
- Guy wires in combination with anchors 
- steel tanks 
- sand bags

CHAINHOISTS 

Chain hoists are used to raise and lower 
the entire structure. the use of electrical 
chain hoists guarantees an even 
movement of the main grid. 
We recommend slow travel of the whole 
structure; the lifting speed of the hoist 
should not exceed 4 m/min. 
All hoists must comply with Protection 
Class IP 54. Hoist should be 
disconnected, and replaced by safeties 
once the grid is at trim height.
for optimum safety we would advice to 
use a load monitoring system for large 
or complex roof structures.

Photo : Show Distribution, Canada
Project :  The Much Music Video Awards in Toronto, Canada

roof system oPtIoNs
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eAsy frAme B

System description 
stage support frame suitable for outdoor and indoor use, 
ideal in combination with your Prolyte roof system. 
the frame racks are very easy to handle and assemble due 
to the closed topside of the connecting part. 
one technician can do the job, with no tools needed. 
the stage can be levelled at an exact position, using the 
integrated screw jacks in the legs.
frame racks available in heights of 1000 mm to 2000 mm 
and different standard.

Strong points
• Complete interconnected framework can act as ballast 

system for your roof
• Absorbs horizontal forces resulting from the base sections 

of the roof towers
• Interfaces for all Prolyte roof systems available.
• fit for various brands of staging by using special adapters 

to secure your decks
• maximum allowable load of 750 kg/m2 and 10% horizontal 

load are guaranteed
• lightweight

Photo : Lighting Innovation Wien, Austria
Project : Silvretta Nova Bergbahnen AG

1 2

Step �:
Connect the frame rack (SM-F-B-R....) to the leg and fix with 
the L-pin. The ladder frames connect to the 4-way joint by 
means of a pen/fork connection which is closed on the top side 
(the fork “rests” on the pen). After positioning, the parts can 
stand free, without toppling over. This makes the assembly of 
the locking pin easy.

Step �:
Place the leg with 4-way joint 
(SM-F-B-L....) where wanted. 
The leg is available in lengths 
of �000 mm, �500 mm and 
�000 mm.
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DEX TO FRAME ADAPTER
In order to safely mount the decks to 
the easy fame B support structure, 
Prolyte has developed the DeX to frame 
adapter. 
this adapter is mounted in the leg 
connection and prevents any horizontal 
movement of the stage decks.

3 4

Step �:
Place the deck to frame 
adapter (SM-F-B-ADAP-0�)  
in the leg fittings of your 
deck.

Photos : Prolyte Sales BV
Project :  Silvretta Nova Bergbahnen AG - building the easy 

frame B and the Prolyte tunnel roof, �6 meter.

Step 4:
Place the decks on top of the 
assembled frames.
Level the stage by means of 
the spindle feet in the legs.
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ProBeAm for sCAffolDING systems
Photo : Prolyte Products Group, The Netherlands 
Project : Spijkerman Evenementen, Concert at Sea

System description
ProBeAm offers an economic and clever solution that uses 
the benefits of both scaffolding and stage DeX staging 
systems.
the ProBeAm system is a special extruded aluminium profile, 
which fits seamlessly onto scaffolding systems. 
the ProBeAm A profile has wedge head couplers on both 
ends and can be connected simply by sliding the wedge head 
over the rosette and inserting the wedge into the hole. 
the ProBeAm B profile has extended support ridges, to fit  
the ProBeAm A profiles.
strength and high stability of the ProBeAm guarantees 
symmetrical and fool proof building.

Simple, Flexible, Convertable
the ProBeAm is designed for three different applications:
the ProBeAm converts the scaffolding system measurements 
(2072 mm) into the metric stage DeX system to create a floor 
on scaffolding size. for this purpose the ProBeAm is fitted 
with a wooden inlay to overcome the 72 mm difference. 
scaffolding junctions can be fitted with separate wooden 
inlays; these can be taken out, if the scaffolding is built in a 
3D dimension or if handrails need to be fitted.
By adding a special lid to the ProBeAm, you can create 
a stage DeX floor on a metrical 2000 mm x 2000 mm 
scaffolding system. the ProBeAm system combined with a 
wooden inlay can be used as supporting frame when normal 
plywood is used as flooring system.
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1 2 3

Photo: Prolyte Products Group, The Netherlands 
Project: Spijkerman Evenementen, Concert at Sea

Probeam A profile Probeam B profile
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PROlYTE PRODUCTS GROUP
Industriepark 9 - Nl-9351 PA leek
tel. : +31 (0)594 85 15 15 
fax : +31 (0)594 85 15 16
e-mail : info@prolyte.com
website :  www.prolyte.com 
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